We have developed a new optimization algorithm termed simple bacteria cooperative optimization (sBCO) based on bacteria behavior patterns [1]. In [1], we have introduced the algorithm with basic operations and showed its feasibility with some function optimization problems. Since the sBCO was the first version with only basic operations, its performance was not so good. In this paper, we adopt a new operation, rank replacement, to the sBCO for improving its performance and compare its results to those of the simple genetic algorithm (sGA) which has been well known and widely used as an optimization algorithm. It was found from the experiments with four function optimization problems that the sBCO with rank replacement was superior to the sGA. This shows that our algorithm can be a good optimization algorithm.
Introduction
Recently bio-inspired algorithms such as ant colony optimization, artificial immune system, and particle swarm optimization have been introduced and widely used for engineering applications [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . These algorithms are based on the naturally optimized properties of natural organisms that have been evolved for few millenniums. In order to revise another bio-inspired algorithm, we focused on an Escherichia coli (often abbreviated to E. coli).
The E. coli, a kind of bacteria, usually live in a fluid (water) and swim by rotating several helical filaments called flagella. Their swimming consists of runs and tumbles [7, 8] . If E. coli sense zero or negative gradients of attractant chemical molecules in regular temporal base on average, they tumble and new direction is randomly chosen. Otherwise, they run straight. From this biased random walk, E. coli can trace attractant chemical molecules for foraging. We have analyzed the foraging behaviors of E. coli and modeled their behavioral properties into behavior rules and decision rules in previous study [9] . Based on these rules, we have proposed a novel optimization algorithm termed simple bacteria cooperative optimization (sBCO) in [1] .
In [1] , our sBCO algorithm showed some possibility, but we could not be sure whether it could be a new good optimization algorithm because it had only basic operations and we didn't compare to the other, well known optimization algorithms. The sBCO consists of only three basic operations such as moving, sensing, decision with which artificial E. colis (AEs) find global optima. These three operations are not enough to show good performances because three operations can make AEs just iteratively search their neighbors step by step without additional operations for exploration. In sGA, the crossover operation can be viewed as an exploitation operation because it uses informations previously found and the mutation operation can be regarded as an exploration operation because it explores new search areas.
With this observation in mind, we adopt a new operation, rank replacement, in order to improve the performance of sBCO. In rank replacement, some percents of bad AEs are replaced with newly generated AEs. With rank replacement, sBCO can show some exploration effects similar to the mutation in sGA. This rank replacement can help the sBCO find a new area and also help the sBCO escape a local optimum area. Escaping a local optimum area is very important in most optimization algorithms because falling local optimum area makes optimization algorithms have very poor performances.
In order to measure the effects of rank replacement, we experimented our algorithm with four function optimization problems. Experimental results showed that the rank replacement could make our algorithm be a good optimization algorithm compared to the sGA. Our algorithm showed better performances about 40 times to about 2000 times than the sGA. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the simple bacteria cooperative optimization with rank replacement. We deal with the experiments with four function optimization problems and discuss their results compared to those of sGA in section 3. We conclude this paper in section 4. 
Simple Bacteria Cooperative Optimization with Rank Replacement
Our simple bacteria cooperative optimization (sBCO) algorithm is based on the behavioral patterns of E. colis. E. colis can do run or tumble according to the gradients of attractant chemical molecules. They decide their action every predefined movement using the density changes of attractant chemical molecules [9] . In or-der to make an optimization algorithm from these behavioral patterns, we have first made two kinds of rules, behavior rules and decision rules with artificial E. colis (AEs) on the discretized playground [1] . In the playground, AEs can move one unit to eight directions for a time step. We call the length of moving without turn of their direction the run count. Under this environment, the behavior rules are given:
(B1) AEs decide their actions for run or tumble every
(B2) If their run counts become to      , then
AEs must do tumble.
When AEs decide their actions, they compare the current density of attractant chemical molecules to previous density of those. If current density is larger than previous one, then they keep the run action until the run counts become to   . If the run count becomes to   , then they must do tumble. This second behavior rule somewhat helps sBCO not to fall local optimum. In order to decide their actions, AEs must know the current and previous densities of attractant chemical molecules. For this, decision rules are necessary. The decision rules are given:
(D1) AEs calculate the current density of attractant chemical molecules using the average values of those on   steps and the previous density using the average values of those on       steps on the discretized playground.
(D2) If the current density of attractant chemical molecules is greater than the previous density, then the AE decides its action to run, otherwise, tumble.
Based on these behavior and decision rules, we devised a sBCO algorithm. You can find more detailed description about sBCO in [1] . The sBCO showed some possibility, but we could not be sure whether it could be a new good optimization algorithm because it had only simple basic operations and showed relatively poor performances.
As a new operation, we add rank replacement to the sBCO algorithm as shown in Algorithm 1. We call this algorithm simple bacteria optimization with rank replacement (sBCORR). Rank replacement is to replace bad AEs into newly generated AEs in order to search new areas and to escape local optima. This rank replacement increases the performances of sBCORR.
In the algorithm, the amount of attractant chemical molecules on the playground is given by an optimization function. Therefore, AEs move to optimum areas and eventually find the global optimum. In sBCORR, AEs are first initialized and then iteratively optimized by four main operations such as move , sense , decide , and replace  until one of AEs reaches to global optimum. If some AEs reach to the boundary of playground, then they randomly turn and go. It can also be viewed that the replace  operation is to mimic Darwinian natural selection. 3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3    0  -10 -20 10  20  20  10  0  -10    3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3      10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17 20  20  20  10  10  10    3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3    -20 20  10  0  -10 -20 20  10  0    3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3      19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26 20  20  20  20  0  0    3  3  3  3  3  3  3  30  30    -10 -20 20  10  0  -10 -20  0  0    3  3  3  3  3  3  3 30 30
Experimental Results
Our sBCORR was tested on four function optimization problems as shown in Equation 1. Figure 1 shows the input and output relations of four functions. Function   is a simple and unimodal function, which has its maximum at     . Function   is a relatively simple, but multimodal function, which has its maximum at   , and   . Function   has many local optimum distributed broadly on the playground whose values are nearly the same as those of the global optimum. As a very difficult function for optimization, function   , sometimes called Mexican hat, has a lot of local optimum around the global optimum located at     . The  and  axes of playground are discretized by     bits, respectively. Thus, the total search space is . We set the      and      to   and   respectively because it was revealed that the values were proper in our previous work [9] . We tested our algorithm with various  percents and various number of AEs. If one of AE reaches to global optimum, then its execution is stopped and the discrete time  is recorded.
In order to compare our sBCORR algorithm, a simple genetic algorithm (sGA) [10] was also tested under the same environments to our sBCORR algorithm. We set the crossover probability of sGA to  and the mutation probability of sGA to . Table 2 shows the results of sGA and sBCORR. All results are average values of 10 runs with different random number seeds. In the results, we display only integer part of average values for simplicity and underline the best results of sBCORR. In order to show the effect of individuals, we used 10, 50, 100 number of AEs for sBCORR and 10, 50, 100 number of chromosomes for sGA. As shown in the results, our sBCORR algorithm is superior than the sGA about 40 times to about 2000 times.
We can also observe the other points from the results. First, sBCORR showed relatively stable performances according to the number AEs and replacement percents of bad AEs. This imply that sBCORR is a more reliable and robust method not to be perturbed its performances according to its parameters than the sGA. Second, about 50 percents of bad AEs showed good performances in most functions. This means that we don't need another method to select proper replacement percents.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a bacteria cooperative optimization algorithm with rank replacement. From experiments with four function optimization problems it was found that our sBCO algorithm with rank replacement was superior than a simple genetic algorithm that has been well known and widely used to date. This implied that our sBCO algorithm with rank replacement could be a new good framework for optimization. Generally bacteria secrete quorum sensing molecules for detecting their quorum from the density of them and use it for communicating each other and detecting environmental changes. From this, they can more effectively do foraging.
In order to increase the performances of our algorithm, we will incorporate this quorum sensing mechanism into our algorithm as a further work. Also, we will introduce breeding of AEs like the sGA. This incorporation will make our algorithm be a truly cooperative algorithm. 
